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ENGLISH TYPEWRITING
(50 Words Per Minute)

SECTION - II
[Time Allowed : 7 Minutes]

Note : Please do not type the ‘Speed Passage’ again.
Type the following speed passage in SEVEN MINUTES. Use DOUBLE or ONE
and HALF LINE SPACING and a Margin of FIFTEEN SPACES on the left.

[Marks : 40]
As typist we can hardly be said to welcome with

open arms the man is eager to change the keyboard.
To touch typists a change in the keyboard would means
the total abandonment of old habits and the
acquirement of completely new ones. Speed and
dexterity would have to be won all over again. Even
the sight typist would not desire a change because
although he does not claim to type by touch he
nevertheless does a good deal of his work without
actually looking at each key. Possible improved
mastery of the keyboard and higher speeds would
result from the adoption of the new arrangements
but again, people prefer to hand on to the known
rather than make life awkward for themselves.

None are the advocates of reformed
artihmetical methods any more sure of this methods.
Admittedly, the decimal systems has must to
recommend it. How easy it is just to move a decimal
point one or two places when multipalying by four
or six or twelve as is necessary in the old monetary
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system. How must easier it would be when learning
various measures to count only in tens instead of
having to a master the present rather complicated
tables. Why then do we not rush to introduce this
change and so benefits, if not ourselves, than
our children one answer to this questions is that
those who are in a position to main decision on
these matters are themselves tied to the old methods
for they are familier with them. They know too that
they would have no public support for change. There
is point that vast sums of money are locked up.
It is so large that millions of people around the
work can use it at the same time.

The quality of my correspondence improved, but
taking.


